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Mumonkan Case One
Joshu’s Mu

Joshu Osho.    A monk asked Joshu, “Does even a dog have Buddha nature or 
not?”    Joshu said, “MU.”

The  founder  of  Buddhism,  the  person  we  are  told  created  Buddhism,
Shakyamuni Buddha, it was not the case that he suddenly, all of a sudden became
a Buddha.    The Buddha is called the Buddha because he is an enlightened person,
and he was born, and because he was born as a person he was an historical figure
(the history of his time caused him to be born...).    And that’s why I talked about
the historical time before the birth of the Buddha yesterday.

Yesterday I talked about how before the birth of Buddhism there was the
teaching of Brahma, Brahma being the creator God who made everything.    As for
the question of where this Brahma came from, how did Brahma, or the idea of
Brahma appear in India, I guess I’ll leave that to the specialist scholars in the area.
I don’t have to talk about things like that.    But if you are studying Zen then you
yourself have to see clearly in to the question of was Brahma born, or did he sim-
ply appear without being born? 

It’s fair to say I think that the teaching of Brahmanism is based on two im-
portant ideas; the idea of Brahma, and the idea of atman.    Atman means the self,
and we have to ask ourselves, where did the self come from?    And we also have
to face the problem of whether or not the self exists eternally?    Does the self re-
side forever, and how about the world that the self makes its home, does that
world also exist eternally or not?      Brahma is the God that created the world.
And of course Brahma also is the God that created the self.    So you can see that
the God Brahma is together with this world, and together with all of the selves in
this world.

When we take up this question of is the self eternal, certainly it is possible
to study this question from the position of a scholar or an academic study.    We
can say that when Brahmanism bumped up against people who were studying it,
and who asked the question, “Does the self exist forever or not?”    This is the first
time that Brahmanism really had to grapple with this question.    But for we practi-
tioners of Zen, we don’t really have to bother ourselves with the historical devel-
opment of Brahmanism from an academic point of view.    We can just leave that
to the scholars.    I think most of you have already read a lot of books on subjects
like this, and studied a lot in this academic way, and so you probably have knowl-
edge of this kind already.

The teaching that we call Buddhism is the teaching of the Buddha, and
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Buddha means an enlightened person.    So any teaching of an enlightened person
we can call Buddhism.    But the Buddha wasn’t the Buddha from the very start,
the Buddha was born just in the same way you and I were born, just as a normal
human being.      The person that became Buddha later was first known as Sid-
dhartha in his youth.    All of you are Siddhartha.    But when you get enlighten-
ment you are not Siddhartha anymore, you are a Buddha.    All of you must be-
come a Buddha.

And we’re told in our tradition that this young Siddhartha had a big doubt
about  the  teaching  of  Brahmanism,  and  specifically  about  the  teaching  that
Brahma gave birth to everything.    And why did he have a doubt?    Certainly it is
the case that everything that is here has been born in to this world, has appeared in
to this world.    Everything has come in to existence through being born.    We can
say being born in general, or having appeared here.    

But all of these existent things that have appeared here do not stay in the
condition of being appeared forever.    They appear through doing the activity of
living, but they will also disappear.    And Siddhartha developed his way of think-
ing by deeply, deeply contemplating the fact that nothing that is an existence is
fixated.    But, one after the next different and various existent things do appear.
But  all  of  these  things  that  appear  will  then  disappear.      Siddhartha  matured,
evolved and developed so that he really had the wisdom, he really manifested the
wisdom that knew clearly this principle of “everything that appears must disap-
pear,” and at the end of this maturation he called this the activity of imperma-
nence and taught this activity of impermanence to his disciples.    

There is not even one thing that is fixated.    Although there is nothing that
is fixated inevitably existent things do appear.    And in the case when things that
have  appeared  here  disappear  what  kind  of  a  world  do  they  disappear  in  to?
Where do they go?    If we say that the world we have appeared in to is the world
of brightness and light, then I guess it makes sense to say that the world that we
disappear in to is the world of the dark abyss.    And then we have two worlds, the
world of appearance and the world of disappearance.    I think it’s easy for any-
body to think of these two worlds simply as the world of light and the world of
darkness.    But where did this world of appearance come from?    Where did this
world of brightness come from?    And where does this world of light and bright-
ness disappear in to?    

And we’re told that this youth Siddhartha came to think that it must be the
case that the world of brightness and the world of the dark abyss are actually one
world.    This world is only one world, and yet this world is formed by the activity
of two mutually opposing activities, and we all must learn to somehow recognize
this truth.    This is the way of thinking that developed in the young Siddhartha’s
mind.      All of you, all modern people actually, having been educated in a very
clear, scientific way of education, when you hear this idea that there is only one
universe, and this universe is formed through two mutually opposing activities
should have not even the slightest doubt and understand this right away.    Even if
you just study Newtonian physics a little bit when you hear that there is only one
universe it should be no problem for you to understand it, you should have no
doubt it, and be able to believe in that idea right away.    Even if you have just
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studied high school mathematics you should be able to easily accept the Newto-
nian idea that this universe comes in to being through the activity of the forces of
plus and minus.

There is  only one complete,  perfect activity,  only one complete perfect
condition.    But this thing which is singular, this one unique thing, is formed by
two mutually opposing activities, or oppositely we can say that it has as its very
content two mutually opposing activities.    This is the way that you must learn to
think.    And this young Siddhartha we’re told, came to be able to have this kind of
activity of thinking, this kind of activity of wisdom.    When we look at the history
of Indian thought this development which was created by Siddhartha was a great
revolution, a great change in Indian thinking.    It’s an awesome thing that he did,
it’s an awesome problem that he created too, because he revolutionized the way of
thinking that had been up until that time.

When we talk about what kind of thinking up until then it was the thinking
that in opposition to the activity of dharma there was an activity called adharma.
Because Brahma was the complete being, the being that created everything we
can say that it had the activity of dharma as its content.    And we can think that
this other activity that I talked about yesterday in opposition to dharma, adharma,
must have been the devil.    But this young Siddhartha came to call these two mu-
tually opposing activities in a new way, he called them thus-going and thus-com-
ing tatha-gata and tatha-agata.    He came to know them as those, and taught that
to his disciples.    That is the tradition that I have been taught.

And when we describe in more detail these two activities tatha-gata and
tatha-agata tatha-gata is the activity which brings male in to being, and tatha-agata
is the activity which brings female in to being.    And if you use this kind of think-
ing then dharma would be the male activity, and adharma would be the female ac-
tivity.    The true dharma is neither dharma nor adharma.    And we can also say
that the true Brahma is neither dharma nor adharma.    The true dharma has both
dharma and adharma.    But if we call dharma the benevolent, good God, the ad-
harma becomes the devil.    The true Brahma must have both as its content.    The
true Brahma does not reject or refuse anything.    If Brahma did reject anything, if
Brahma was lopsided to on side, then Brahma could never be the creator, never be
the absolute one.    The young Siddhartha developed his way of thinking until the
point where he said that the true Brahma has both the plus activity and the minus
activity, both the male and the female activities, both the activity of the benevo-
lent God, and the activity of the devil, and so originally there is no good, there is
no evil.

If you strive to only have the benevolent dharma, the good dharma as your
content, and you reject the adharma, the bad dharma, then you will never be able
to experience Brahma for your self.    Because this new idea of Siddhartha’s was
so different from the previous way of thinking the people of his time were very
startled to hear his teaching.    And it is the same now for all of you, if you seek
the good, and try to avoid the evil then although the devil might hide from you
now and again, he won’t die, he will always be jumping up in front of you.    

From the perspective of the historical Buddha the world of human moral-
ity, the world that says, “Do good, don’t do evil,” is simply a kind of thinking
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based on deep human greed, the tendency for human beings to always be thinking
from the perspective of their egos.    If morality is a teaching that is created on or-
der to bring happiness to people then what we need is the true morality, the kind
of morality that will really bring human beings happiness is the kind of morality
that says that we must embrace both the good and the evil, that one must never re-
ject anything.    Although Siddhartha came to think in this way it was natural for
the people surrounding him in general not to be able to understand it.    

And we’re told that even when Siddhartha was quite young he had already
developed the idea of impermanence.    In Buddhism we have the teaching of the
five skandas.    Every morning when you chant the heart sutra you are chanting
about the five skandas, the five skandas appear in the heart sutra, and I think it’s
fair  to say that the teaching of the five skandas is  a foundation of Buddhism.
And the tradition of Tathagata Zen tells us that the historical Buddha Siddhartha
when he was still a young man came up with this thinking wisdom of the five
skandas, although he didn’t complete the formation of this idea.    Siddhartha just
sitting and thinking on his own in his own house couldn’t come up with a satisfac-
tory way of explaining the concept of the five skandas so that he could teach other
people, and t is what motivated him to leave his home, to become a specialist in
practice, we could say, to become a monk.    And according to Tathagata Zen we
are told that he practiced as a monk for six years, and during that time he per-
fected the teaching of the five skandas.    

And in Tathagata Zen, the Zen that we are studying we also emphasize the
five skandas.    We say that if you can’t clearly grasped the teaching of the five
skandas then your understanding of Buddhism will be mistaken.    We tell you in
Tathagata Zen that you must study the five skandas, but when we say that we
mean you must put them in to practice.    As you learn to put them in to practice,
then you will learn them.    So finally we’ve gotten to the point where we are talk-
ing about practice.

And we are told in our tradition that Brahma was the creator of absolutely
everything.    Not just Brahmanism but it seems like all religions have this concept
that there is a creator God which creates everything.    The position of Tathagata
Zen is to teach that if we posit the existence of some unique singular personified
God that creates everything, that this God would have both plus and minus, both
tatha-gata and tatha-agata as its content.    When two mutually opposing activities
have been completely made content that is a condition beyond all comparison.
And this condition therefore is a condition which has no outside, and has no in-
side.    That is how we teach    in Tathagata Zen.    That’s the perfect condition.    

And it should go without saying that this unique condition, this absolute
condition is brought in to being by the activities of tatha-gata and tatha-agata,
their action brings it in to being.     When plus and minus completely come to-
gether, when tatha-gata and tatha-agata completely become one, then we call that
condition Tathaagata.      Actually there is someone here who is  Indian and you
should probably ask him how to really pronounce this word, I don’t know any-
thing about Sanskrit, and I don’t really know how to pronounce it, but in this tra-
dition we say that the unique condition beyond all compare, when plus and minus
come together, we can just call it zero.
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When we say tatha-gata we mean the activity of man.    And tatha-agata is
the activity of woman.    Man is plus, woman is minus, so tatha-agata, thus coming
is the minus activity.    And the activity of plus and minus becoming one is zero.
The reason why it is inevitable for plus and minus, man and woman to meet is be-
cause they are having this same world as their home, because they are in one
world and acting they must meet one another.    

We can’t allow you, we don’t permit you to say things like “I hate men, “
or “I hate women.”    Because we are together living in this one world, sharing this
one home, of course we can’t allow people to go around saying, “I hate men, “or
“I hate women.”     If a man hates women then he should just go to that world
where only men live, or if a woman hates men she should just go to the world
where there are only women.    

And in Tathagata Zen we say that the plus activity, the male activity is the
activity  of  expanding.      And the female activity  is  the activity  of  contracting.
The activity of expanding and the activity of contracting are living together in one
place, and so of course they will meet one another.    Because you don’t under-
stand this principle you come to sanzen, and your answers are a mess.    But for
me its more interesting to see these messy sanzens than to even go to the movies.

Inevitably plus and minus will meet.    But after they meet of course they
cannot remain at this place of meeting.    Without fail this place of meeting will be
burst through and plus will arrive at the source of minus.      And when we ask
where minus ends up going when she breaks through this place of meeting she
ends up at the source of plus.    Without fail!    Simultaneously plus and minus will
arrive at each other’s origin.    At this time when plus and minus arrive at each
other’s origin, they think, “Ahhh, that was great!”    But this place of resting only
occurs for a brief instant, and for example plus feels that he must then return to
his own source.    And minus is the same way.    Minus has arrived at the source of
plus, but this is not her origin, and so she then does the activity of returning home.

And in the case when the activities are doing this activity of returning, for
example in the case of plus, is he able to do the activity of plus in order to return
to his own origin or not?    And how about minus?    Is she able to do the activity
of contracting in order to return home?     This activity of heart, this activity of
mind, I wonder how psychologists think about it.

The man is there at he origin of woman, plus is there at the origin of mi-
nus, but if he wants to return to his own origin he can’t do it by doing the activity
of plus.    It’s only by doing the minus activity, by doing contracting that plus can
return to his origin.    And minus is exactly the same way.    Minus has arrived at
the source of plus but she can’t return to her own origin by doing the minus activ-
ity, by doing contracting.    It’s only by the woman transforming herself in to a
man that she can return to her own origin.    Men cannot fixate themselves as men,
they have to transform themselves, incarnate themselves in to women in order to
do the activity of returning to their home.     And woman are the same, women
must also transform themselves in to men in order to go back to the origin of
woman.

Plus is  not plus.      Minus is  not minus.      That’s  what  I’m saying here.
There are times when plus does the plus activity, and times when plus does the
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minus activity, and minus is exactly the same.    There are times when minus does
her original minus activity, and times when she does the plus activity.    To mani-
fest the wisdom in your zazen that knows this principle that plus becomes minus
and minus becomes plus that’s what you need to be doing in your zazen.    If you
can’t manifest this wisdom you can sit there for a hundred years and it isn’t going
to do you any good.    It isn’t really zazen    It is not the medicine that is going to
help you.    You can come here to Jemez and do zazen and then go around and
chatter with your friends and blabber about this and that, I guess that’s fine, but if
you can’t manifest the wisdom that knows in your zazen that man transforms in to
woman and woman transforms in to man, then please don’t tell anybody you have
studied Zen here.    I’ve gone on and on and the time has slipped through my fin-
gers.    The people who have studied at Mount Baldy probably understand what
I’m talking about because this is all that I talk about there, but the reason why I’m
getting in to it again is because there are a lot of new people here.    But now I’m
here for a month, and so I want to really plant myself down here for this month,
and teach this teaching (and then die).    There are a lot of different places you can
go to study Zen in America, but maybe no place that you can get this teaching.    

The time has come to stop so we have to stop, but, please give me your
manifestation of not man, not woman. (please appear here having transformed
yourself in to the position which is not man and not woman.)
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